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Abstract— we show an energy-aware clustering for WSN 

systems utilizing Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

calculation which is executed at the base station. We 

characterize another expense capacity, with the goal of all 

the while minimizing the intra-bunch separate and 

streamlining the vitality utilization of the system. The 

execution of convention is contrasted and the surely 

understood bunch based convention produced for WSNs, 

LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) and a 

calculation that allows to set up a multi-bounce 

correspondence between sensor hubs, which expects to 

spare energy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor network (WSN) are a group of systems in 

remote correspondence framework and can possibly get to 

be noteworthy subsystems of building applications. Sensor 

system is made out of a substantial number of minimal 

effort and low power sensor hubs that can be spread on a 

thickly populated region and a base station so as to screen 

and control different physical parameters 
[1]

. These sensors 

are supplied with a little measure of processing and 

correspondence ability and can be sent in circumstance that 

wired sensor frameworks couldn't be conveyed. 

Wireless sensor network ought to work with least 

conceivable vitality to build the life of sensor hubs. 

Conventions and calculations in sensor system must have 

self-sorting out abilities keeping in mind the end goal to 

accomplish this objective. The difficulties in the planning 

and overseeing of sensor system depend on blend of the 

requirement in vitality supply and data transfer capacity, and 

organization of extensive number of sensor hubs 
[2]

. The 

configuration of sensor system at times incorporates its 

sensor hubs and base station. The base station as a rule 

gathers information and adventures information in which 

way it lean towards. The center of this examination is to 

outline a vitality mindful grouping for remote sensor 

systems utilizing Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

calculation which is executed at the base station. 

We present in this article a new algorithm based on 

clustering that uses a new technique for multihop 

communication between cluster-heads in order to conserve 

energy consumed by the network and thereby increase the 

network lifetime. 

This article is organized as follows: Section 2 

presents as related work PSO protocols 
[7]

, The MH-PSO is 

described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the simulations 

and results. And finally, in Section 5, the conclusion of our 

work is drawn. 

II. PROTOCOLS DESCRIPTION 

A. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

The PSO calculation is a transformative figuring system, 

displayed after the social conduct of a group of feathered 

creatures. In the setting of PSO, a swarm alludes to various 

potential answers for the enhancement issue, where every 

potential arrangement is alluded to as a molecule. The point 

of the PSO is to discover the molecule position that 

outcomes in the best assessment of a given wellness 

capacity. In the instatement procedure of PSO, every 

molecule is given starting parameters arbitrarily and is 

"flown" through the multi-dimensional hunt space. Amid 

every era, every molecule utilizes the data about its past best 

individual position and worldwide best position to augment 

the likelihood of moving towards a superior arrangement 

space that will bring about a superior wellness. At the point 

when a wellness superior to the individual best wellness is 

discovered, it will be utilized to supplant the individual best 

wellness and upgrade its applicant arrangement as indicated 

by the accompanying mathematical statements: 

   ( )       (   )      (           (   ))  

                                            (           (   ))…. (2.1) 

   ( )     (   )  
   ( )…………………..………..……… (2.2) 

  The particle velocity 

  The particle position 

  Time 

      Learning factors 

      Random numbers between 0 and 1 

        Particle’s best position 

        Global best position 

  Inertia weight 

Table 1: summarizes the variables in (2.1) and (2.2). 

The interval confinement method introduced in 
[10]

 

is used where the position of the particle is forced to be 

within X_min and X_max as denoted by the equation below: 

   
    {

                 
         

   
                     

    

                
        

     … (2.3) 

B. Cluster setup using PSO Algorithm 

The operation of our convention depends on a concentrated 

control calculation that is executed at the base station, which 

is a hub with a lot of vitality supply. The proposed 

convention works in rounds, where each round starts with a 

setup stage at which bunches are shaped. This is trailed by 

an enduring state stage in which we utilized a comparative 

methodology as a part of [2]. At the beginning of every 

setup stage, all hubs send data about their present vitality 

status and areas to the base station. Taking into account this 
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data, the base station figures the normal vitality level of all 

hubs. To guarantee that just hubs with an adequate vitality 

are chosen as group heads, the hubs with a vitality level over 

the normal are qualified to be a bunch head contender for 

this round. Next, the base station runs the PSO calculation to 

decide the best K bunch heads that can minimize the 

expense capacity, as characterized. 

          (   )      ……. (2.4) 

       {∑  (        )               
   

                      }……………………….. (2.5) 

   ∑
 (  )

∑  (     )
 
   

 
   ………..........……. (2.6) 

Where f1 is the greatest normal Euclidean 

separation of hubs to their related group heads and k, |Cp,k | 

is the quantity of hubs that have a place with bunch Ck of 

molecule p. Capacity f2is the proportion of aggregate 

beginning vitality of all hubs ni i=1,2,..N in the system with 

the aggregate current vitality of the group heads applicants 

in the current round. The consistent β is a client 

characterized steady used to measure the commitment of 

each of the sub-destinations. The wellness capacity 

characterized above has the goal of at the same time 

minimizing the intra-bunch separation in the middle of hubs 

and their group heads, as evaluated by f1 furthermore of 

enhancing the vitality productivity of the system as 

measured by f2. As indicated by the expense capacity 

characterized over, a little estimation of f1 and f2 

recommends minimized bunches with the ideal arrangement 

of hubs that have adequate vitality to perform the group 

head undertakings 

Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of PSO algorithm 

applied during the cluster setup phase. For a sensor network 

with N nodes and K predetermined number of clusters, the 

network can be clustered as follows: 

 Step 1. Initialize S particles to contain K randomly 

selected cluster heads among the eligible cluster head 

candidates. 

 Step 2. Evaluate the cost function of each particle: 

1) For each node ni, i = 1,2,…,N 

Calculate distance d (ni,CHp,k) between node ni  and 

all cluster heads CHp,k. 

Assign node ni to cluster head CHp,k where; 

 (        )     
          

* (        )+ 

2) Calculate the cost function using equation (2.4) to 

(2.6). 

 Step3. Find the personal and global best for each 

particle. 

 Step4. Update the particle’s velocity and position using 

(2.3) 

 Step5. Limit the change in the particle’s position value. 

 Step6. Map the new updated position with the closest 

(x,y) 

C. Coordinates 

 Step7. Repeat steps 2 to 6 until the maximum number 

of iterations is reached. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Final result of route tables. 

III. THE MH-PSO ALGORITHM 

The fundamental goal of the calculation is the foundation of 

Multi-hope correspondence between groups head in a 

system.  

The primary reason for existing is to send the 

bundle to the closest group head that is turned towards the 

Base Station. With this trademark, it is expected to diminish 

the force utilization of the hubs and amplify the system 

lifetime, since the littler the separation to transmit the lower 

the utilization is. 

A. Energy Consumption Model 

Our energy model for the sensors depends on the first 

request radio model as utilized in
[12]

. In this model, the 

transmitter scatters vitality to run the radio hardware and the 

force speaker, and the recipient disperses vitality to run the 

radio gadgets. The radios can perform force control and 

subsequently utilize the base vitality required to achieve the 

planned beneficiaries. Because of weakening with 

separation, a vitality misfortune model with d2ij is utilized 

for moderately short separations and d4ij is utilized for more 

separations, where dij is the separation between sensor hubs 

i and j. In this manner, so as to accomplish a worthy Signal-
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to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) in transmitting a l-bit message over a 

separation d, the vitality consumed by the radio is given by: 

   (   )                
         … (1) 

               
            ( ) 

Where         energy is dissipated per bit to run the 

transmitter or the receiver circuit,     and     depends on 

the transmitter amplifier model, and    is the threshold 

transmission distance. To receive an l-bit message, the radio 

expends: 

   ( )          ………………………. (3) 

The data fusion model used in our simulations 

assumes that the overall information collected by a cluster of  

n nodes, where each node collects k bits of data, can be 

compressed to k bits regardless of the number of nodes in 

that cluster. In our simulations, the energy cost for data 

aggregation is set as EDA = 5nJ/bit. 

B. MH-PSO Algorithm 

The MH-PSO proposes the routes establishment using two 

Phases: 

1) Phase 1 

 Step-1 the bunch heads are characterized as a piece of 

PSO calculation.  

 Step-2 Cluster heads show a declaration message and 

all the group headers in the transmission proportion 

will take the point of preference all together develop 

their steering table making in note of separation 

between bunch heads.  

 Step-3 group heads arrange their initial courses 

containing the nearest bunch heads to send a bundle.  

2) Phase 2  

 Step-4 After that, every pioneer sends these starting 

courses (from steering table) to the base station that 

will check whether a group head can be in the course 

of another.  

 Step-5 After this check, the base station sends their 

courses back to the hubs. 

 
Fig. 7: Flowchart 

IV. ASSUMPTION AND PARAMETER 

A. Assumption 

The sensor network model that is used in this project is 

following assumption. 

 All sensor nodes are stationary. 

 All sensor nodes have power control capabilities to 

vary their transmit power.   

 All sensor nodes are aware of their location 

information.   

 BS is able to move in entire network.  

 The residual energy of sensors can be calculated.  

 For simplicity, the time taken for base station 

movement is negligible.  

 Sensors send their residual energy to BS in each 

round. 

B. Parameter and Value 

Description Value 

Simulation area (0,0)~(500,500)    

Number of Node 100 

Base Station position Dynamic for each round. 

Initial Energy 1J 

Data Packet Size 4000bits 

Control Packet length 200bits 

Electronics Energy 50 nJ/bit 

Free space coefficient 10 pJ/bit/m
2
 

Multi path coefficient 0.0013 pJ/bit/m
4
 

Data aggregation 5 nJ/bit 

Table 2: Network Parameters and Values. 

PSO Parameters Values 

Swarm Size 30 

Maximum iteration 500 

          0,500 

      2,2 

  0.7 

  0.5 

  5 

Table 3: PSO Parameters for Cluster Setup 

V. SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS  

Now, a cluster set up using a PSO method. A protocol can 

result in good network partitioning as shown in Figure 1, 

where cluster heads are evenly positioned across the 

network and located at the center of each cluster. 

 
Fig. 8: Results of network partitioning using PSO method 
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Fig. 2: Residual energy of a LEACH, Cluster setup using 

PSO and MH-PSO with BS location at a far end with 100 

nodes. 

 
Fig. 3: Residual energy of a LEACH, Cluster setup using 

PSO and MH-PSO with BS location at a far end with 200 

nodes. 

 
Fig. 4: Number of dead nodes in a LEACH, Cluster setup 

using PSO and MH-PSO with BS location at a far end with 

500 nodes 

 
Fig. 5: Results of MH-PSO with BS location at a far end 

with 500 nodes. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

An energy-aware cluster-based protocol for wireless sensor 

networks using particle swarm optimization (PSO) 

algorithm. Characterized another expense work that 

considers the most extreme separation between the non-

group head hub and its bunch head, and the remaining 

vitality of bunch head competitors in the bunch head choice 

calculation. The motivation behind the study was to add to a 

calculation for building up multi-jump correspondence 

between sensor hubs in a system, with the principle 

objective of sparing vitality. It was watched that the new 

calculation accomplished upgrades when contrasted with the 

LEACH Protocol and group setup utilizing PSO convention. 

The additions were seen in force utilization and system 

lifetime, which was amplified. 

In future this technique is used in WSN Protocol 

like LEACH-C and ALEACH, and other WSN protocol. 

Another future activity is it will be the development of a 

mechanism for the cluster-head node to use other possible 

routes of its table. 
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